Hillebrand Gori groupage services offer frequent departures to ship small volumes on multiple shipping routes, so you can maintain a lean inventory, manage cash-flow better and preserve quality and freshness of your beverages.

Our hubs in Europe, Greater China and Asia are strategically located near the main beverage markets, ports and roads to reduce lead times.

Hillebrand Gori’s groupage services - benefits

- **Beverage-only services**
- **Any transport mode**
- **End-to-end service**
- **Prompt collection**
- **Temperature-controlled collection and warehouses**

- **Insulated and refrigerated options** to protect against thermal shocks, bad smells and humidity and cross-contamination
- **Packing and storage safeguards**
- **From multiple suppliers or warehouses to customer**
- **Live shipment visibility through myHillebrandGori**

Hillebrand Gori’s end-to-end groupage services

1. **Order placed**, Hillebrand Gori notified
2. Collection upon confirmation from supplier
3. Temperature-controlled upon request
4. Consolidated in a Hillebrand Gori warehouse
5. Transported as agreed via road or sea in dry, insulated or temperature-controlled container
6. Customs clearance and documentation**
7. Bonded facilities at origin and destination
8. De-consolidation
9. **Delivery**

* Upon request  ** If required